10 October, 2006
Beloveds, it is Lady Nada with another of a series of regular missives of peace brought
to you by my emissary Tazja Aurora. I bring this day tidings of the joy of the Divine
Child .. with many dispensations offered those who receive this missive.
Take a sip, a deep sip of the breath of life, and allow me to infuse your being with the
sweetness and lightness of life .. possible when the limiting patterns of the collective
consciousness are no longer relevant to you .. and allow now the disconnection of the
collective wounds of humanity, the pain, the doubts, the fears, the troubles, the
angers, the rages, the revenges, the chaos .. to release, to lift away from you .. as you
breathe again, sip again of the breath of life. And allow your being to expand with this
breath, for the breath will raise the vibration, and open the heart, release the fears ..
and allow the unlimitedness of the Universe to enter your field and be yours to accept
as your reality.
And as you continue to sip of the breath of life, open the chakras now, command their
opening, their activation .. and feel again this expansion into Oneness with all. Ground
your column of light deep within the core of the earth, within Gaia’s crystal heart. Sip
.. and open the heart beloveds. And feel this love which you are. Feel the love of all of
your fellow workers of light upon the earth plane, and expand and reach out to them,
expanding together in group energy, supporting each other .. all on the same path to
greatness, to wholeness, to light, to love, to peace .. peaceful fulfilment in life. And
open your heart to these ones .. and though they may not be physically present in your
life, know that you share a common bond and goal and may receive the support of

each other. Let us bring all of our fellow workers of light to be present now with us
and to share with us, to receive all that we receive this day.
Open your heart and take this moment to share with them your present challenges ..
your realisations .. your triumphs .. your clarities which have emerged here and there ..
the realisations of your divine nature .. realisations that you are in truth much, much
more than you had ever dreamed. Unlimited. With gifts beyond imagining. Share
with them the realisations which have arisen regarding your gifts .. your abilities .. as
your confidence and trust in your own unlimited nature returns to you .. and as you
reach out beyond previous barriers and limitations .. and bravely step beyond into the
territory which is unknown .. drawn, lured by the heart’s knowings, the heart’s
urgings, the heart’s yearnings for wholeness, for completion, for Oneness with God,
with All That Is. Share this love. Receive this love. You may open to this connection
whenever you are challenged .. and feel isolated and in lack of physical support and
love. To open your heart and to connect with those other workers of light who are
also in isolation and in lack of physical support and connection.
And do not forget to request assistance from your Family of Light .. for the road you
walk is steep at times, with challenges as you walk beyond previous limitations,
ancient patterns and wounds .. and leap into the unknown which is your
unlimitedness. You are never alone on this walk beloveds. Call to your Family of
Light. Call to me for especial assistance. Call to your fellow workers of light and ask
to connect with them and be held within their hearts. For you are all connected. Have
parallel roles in the divine plan, and know of each other, and have pledge and vow to
support and assist each other.
And open your crown chakra now to the heavens beloveds, passing through the suns
and moons and central suns and moons and great central suns and moons, great, great
central suns and moons, into the celestial realms, the heavenly realms, the galactic
realms, the cosmic realms .. to Father Mother God Goddess, and to All That Is. Open
your column of light to the love of these realms, and receive a further opening of your
crown, as increasing light pours forth, enlivening all of your chakras as it floods
through your crown and down into your column of light. And sip again the breath of
life, and enable the divine light to remove any blockages, obstructions, dualities,
wounds, memories, records, patterns which may be lodged within your chakras.
Sipping deeply of the breath of life as all lifts from your being. And St Germain offers
transmutation of all energies which are not of your original divine soul signature ..
flooding your being with his violet flame, carrying all the hues of violets and purples
and mauves within its beam of burning light .. as all distortions are lifted, transmuted
into love.
And sipping deeper of the breath of life, as the gateways and vortexes of your energy
body are cleansed and cleared of distortion and obstruction, of memories and ancient
wounds caught within the diamond plates of your light body .. and as each component
of your light body receives individual clearing of records within that diamond plate ..
and replacement, restoration, repatterning, activation where it is required. For the
memories of ancient times limit and restrict you, held within the chakras of your light
body. And as your light body restores and returns to original blueprint, each diamond
plate of energy receiving restoration as you walk along your path of initiation to
wholeness and completeness .. the memories of ancient lives return also, held within

the individual chakras and vortexes and gateways of your light body, causing
confusion and heaviness at times.
Accepting now a release of those energies of
distortion .. and allowing the light body to be recreated, restored. Sip deeply now as
the Arcturians bring their light technologies, and restore each of the diamond plates
requiring attention .. repatterning, cleansing, reprogramming, aligning the diamond
plates. And as each diamond plate receives restoration, and as you walk your path of
initiation and restoration .. and the gifts of parallel lives of light and magnificence
return, held within light codes which are received within your light body .. as those
bodies of light rebuild and are anchored to the earth plane, there is need for the bodies
to be aligned .. let us give the allegory of a pack of cards requiring shuffling after a
hand is dealt.
And the progress you have made in walking through those initiations, allowing the
light bodies to return .. receives reward this day .. by receiving this cleansing,
restoration, alignment and activation.
And you are placed in a chamber of light as we travel now with the many angels who
join us today, angelic ones from many dimensions .. travelling to the temple of
Shamballa .. where we are met by Lord and Lady Kumara. And Sanat Kumara steps
forth to greet you welcome, and bids you enter within the temple. Its walls tower
above you .. walls of shimmering glass and crystal in metallic hues of all the celestial
rays, with peaked crystal tips outlining the sky which reaches beyond. Stooping a
little to enter the small doorway. And as you stand beneath the doorway on a crystal
plate circular in dimension, you are transported inside and within this vast building of
shining light. Entering an auditorium with giant ceilings, dwarfing you and the angels
who accompany you .. although you notice that your form is very large, and your
height is great .. and the angels who surround you are likewise beings of giant size.
Gazing in awe at this cathedral like place of shining light, glimmering and glittering
with all of the celestial rays. Closing your eyes, turning your face towards the
cathedral ceiling to bathe in this light .. and opening your arms and your hands to
receive the light as it pours forth. And Lord Kumara comes to you, and stands before
you, and holds your hands within his, as you both stand with arms outstretched,
receiving the healing light of Shamballa. And as he holds your hands, he pulses you
with light, healing light .. and his love is pulsed to you also. Open your heart and
receive all of this healing light and love that he offers you now.
And receive from him telepathically as he speaks to you of those challenges which you
are currently facing along your path. Receive from him his assurances of all that is
placed into being to form assistance for you. Receive his assurances of specific help,
specific assistance, specific guidance for you and only you. For Sanat Kumara is the
Planetary Logos and has the overall earthly perspective within his grasp. He holds the
key for your individual and unique path and role. He holds knowledge of that which
you are encountering. He knows of your parallel existences .. gifts and powers .. and
also of the wounding from those parallel existences which currently you are engaged
in healing. Ask specifically of him that which you most need to know at this time, that
which would give utmost clarity in your path at this time. And know that what you
receive is truth. For you are held in this activation today with so many beings of light
who hold and support and add their light and love, holding the vibration to enable you
to receive all that you require this day. Surrender now .. all that troubles you .. to
Sanat Kumara, offer it all over to him. And ask now specifically for that which will

create ease in your life. Ask for all that you need to bring peace into your life. For it is
not required of you that you be distressed or remain confused and caught within the
harshness of the physical plane. You are to be free and in peace .. to enable you to
walk freely upon earth, bringing your light and your love to this plane. All that is
required to bring you to this place of peace and freedom .. is freely given you, if you
will but ask for all that it is that you require. For though you seek a blanket of
happiness and joy .. and sometimes demand it .. unless you know yourself of that
which it is that you require .. and ask specifically for all that you have identified as
need and desire .. it will not be forthcoming .. requiring you to identify those specific
gifts of God which will bring ease and comfort and peace to your life. For though you
think God should know what you need to bring you peace and ease .. it is in truth for
you to identify where there is a lack of peace and a lack of ease .. and to ask for the
healing and fulfilment of that lack. For you are involved in a pulling apart of all the
onion skins which contain your essence, to pull all apart and to identify that which is
missing, that which is wounded, that which is damaged, and that which is not whole.
And to ask for assistance to replace that which is missing, heal that which is wounded,
restore that which is damaged and that which is not whole. To seek for the patterns
you hold which limit you. And to ask for the release of those patterns. To see where
you hold lack .. whether of money, love, health, trust, faith, flow, peace, confidence,
creativity, discipline, wholeness .. and to ask for that which you lack .. to ask for the
release of the patterns and wounds which give rise to this lack. All that you request is
given you. It is only for you to identify the patterns. To bravely look beyond your
fears and limitations .. to seek further, look further, burrow deep into your being .. into
those patterns which are engrained within you, so much a part of you that only
gradually the patterns will be unfolded, peeled back .. revealing the core wound. And
your bravery is rewarded beloveds. Rewarded with the peace which returns to your
heart .. as the ancient patterns and wounds dissolve. For only memory stands
between you in your divinity and that where you stand today. Only memory beloveds.
And easily removed .. once the patterns are identified. Only look to your patterns ..
seek deep, seek hard to observe these patterns which lie deep within your being, deep
within your core, so deeply and so much a part of you that perhaps you feel you can
never truly dig deeply enough to reach those core wounds which have limited you for
so long. But beloveds, in layers they are pulled away. Each layer as it is revealed, and
walked beyond .. peels away another layer .. allowing more peace with every layer
pulled away .. until the core memory is beheld .. and easily removed. All that is
required of you is your willingness to look deeply within your being and to discover all
that holds you from peace. To bravely look at all areas of your life where peace does
not reign .. and to find the patterns. And once the patterns are identified, to ask for
their release. Beloveds, the process is simple. And guaranteed.
Ask now of Sanat Kumara for the release of those patterns which limit you.
And sip deeply of the peace which enfolds you. Beloveds, your bravery in uncovering
your patterns of limitation is beheld with awe and reverence by those who surround
you. Such love is pulsed to you. Such tenderness for you and love is offered you. Sip
deeply and receive this love, as peace descends all around you.
And walking with Lord and Lady Kumara further inside the temple now, passing out
from the auditorium into a golden corridor, pulsing golden light through the
translucent glass and crystal walls and floors. And there is a high pitched ceiling and

as you raise your head to gaze with some awe at the height and the beauty of this
steeply pitched ceiling, windows on either side of the pitched and steep ceiling appear
.. six windows on one side and seven on the other. And light streams through these
windows, creating a cross hatched effect as the light streams onto the floor of the
corridor. And standing within the cross hatched streams of light .. as the walls of the
corridor widen and open, revealing an outdoor area which encircles you. And
contained within this area are beautiful gardens .. trees of perfumed flowers, and
small flowers blooming at ground level. All the celestial hues are contained in the
abundant display of profusion and colour, perfume and form. Sipping deeply of their
sacred ambrosia, their healing powers, lifting from your being the last remnants of
sadness and fear and doubt and confusion. Feeling the peace of this garden, within its
beauty and its abundance. Sipping deeply of this peace and this beauty. Feeling the
peace as it slips within your being, enshrouding your being, covering your fears and
transmuting them in beauty and peace.
And see in the distance a form which emanates lightness and softness as it skips and
playfully runs .. never in a straight line .. always stopping here and there, bending to
playfully pick a handful of flowers and to place her nose in ecstasy into the beauty and
colour and hue of these ambrosia perfumes. And scattering the flowers gleefully and
with joy and abandon, turning over the blooms and leaves on the ground and kicking
these as she runs and skips. And circling an ancient tree and with one hand holding
onto the tree, running dizzily in circles around the tree, singing to this ancient tree
with joy .. and receiving its blessing.
And there is between you and the child .. for this is your Divine Child .. an aquamarine
pool, edged with smooth pebbles of many sizes and colours, transcendent colours of
many hues and rays, shining with light and radiance. And the water is so clear, and
there are pebbles underneath the pool, in all of the heavenly rays and hues, and they
shine their radiant colours through the aquamarine water .. adding overtones to the
aquamarine, creating depth and brilliance. And the child, the Divine Child, gazes in
wonder at this magnificent sight. And without a worry in the world, throws off her
simple robe and runs into the water, splashing the radiant waters in all their sparkling
hues as she runs and skips. And she bravely plunges beneath the water .. for she
knows no fear. This one is divine, in her original state. With no experiences, no
memories, no patterns held within her being. This one is innocent in entirety. Knows
no other state than that of innocence. Playfulness. Naive. With no history. No
baggage. No damage. No past. No future. This divine being lives only in the Now.
With the wish to explore all that she encounters .. freely .. without fear .. without
doubt .. without memory of the past .. without fear of the future. This divine one
explores all that life offers.
Beloveds, this day you have received preparation to meet and to heal the Divine Child.
We will journey together soon again and receive the return of that child’s wholeness.
Beloveds, I Am Lady Nada. I say farewell.
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